
Do you have a comfort food—one that
fills you with happy memories of home?
For many Russians, piroshki is a true
comfort food. These stuffed rolls can be
filled with savory meat, fish, egg, or
vegetables. But they can also be filled
with fruit and served sweet. This recipe is
a savory one that is sure to fill you with
warm, happy feelings!

PIROSHKI

711 grams (1½ pounds) ground beef
1 onion, finely chopped 
5 grams (2 tsp) minced garlic (optional)
5.9 grams (1 teaspoon) salt
ground black pepper to taste
dried dill weed to taste

480 grams (4 cups) all-purpose flour
7 grams (2¼ teaspoons or 1 packet) active dry yeast
59 milliliters (¼ cup) warm water
237 milliliters (1 cup) milk
3 eggs
125 milliliters (½ cup) vegetable oil
25 g (2 Tbsp) granulated sugar
5.9 g (1 tsp) salt

675 mL (3 cups) oil for frying

For the filling:

For the dough:

Ingredients
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PIROSHKI

Place half the flour in a large mixing
bowl and gradually stir in the milk
mixture. Then add the yeast solution
alternately with the remaining flour,
stirring after each addition. Continue to
mix and knead until the dough forms a
ball and does not stick to the bowl. (You
may need to add more flour than the
recipe calls for, a little at a time, as you
knead the dough.) Cover the bowl with
a clean cloth and set it in a warm
location. Allow the dough to rise until it
has doubled in size (at least one hour).

In the meantime, in a medium skillet,
cook the ground beef over medium heat
until it is nearly browned. Drain excess
fat and oil. Add the chopped onion to
the pan. Stir the onions in with the beef
and allow to cook until they are
translucent. Sprinkle in salt, pepper, and
dill weed to taste. Remove this mixture
from heat and allow it to cool before
using.

2.

3.

Dissolve the yeast in the 59 milliliters 
(¼ cup) warm water and place in a
warm location for 10–15 minutes. It
should turn bubbly. In the meantime,
warm the milk in a medium saucepan
over low heat. Gently whisk in the eggs,
oil, sugar and salt. Remove from heat.

directions

 1.
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PIROSHKI

In a large skillet or deep fryer, heat the oil
to 190°C/375°F. Deep fry the piroshki in
batches until they are golden brown on
one side. Then gently turn and fry them
on the other side. Remove the piroshki
from the oil and place them on a plate
lined with paper towels. Serve warm. 

Did you like this dish? Record your
thoughts in your cultural journal.

6.

After the dough has risen to double its
size, remove the dough from the bowl
and place on a lightly floured surface.
Pinch off handfuls of dough
approximately the size of golf balls
(about 4.2 centimeters or 1.5 inches
across). Roll the dough pieces into flat
disks about 88–100 mm (3½ to 4
inches) in diameter.
Place a heaping spoonful of the cooled
meat mixture into the center of each
disc of dough. Fold the dough over the
mixture and then pinch the edges
tightly to seal. Arrange the piroshki on a
flat surface and allow them to sit for
approximately 10 minutes.

4.

5.
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